Simultaneous characterization of the reductive unfolding pathways of RNase B isoforms by top-down mass spectrometry.
A novel method for characterization of the simultaneous reductive unfolding pathways of five isoforms of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease B (RNase B) is demonstrated. The results indicate that each isoform unfolds reductively through two three-disulfide-containing structured intermediates before proceeding to the fully reduced form, as in the reductive unfolding pathways of the A variant lacking the carbohydrate chain. The rates of reduction of bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A (RNase A) and RNase B and the formation and consumption of their reductive intermediates are identical, indicating that the unfolding events necessary to expose disulfide bonds for reduction are not affected by the oligosaccharide. The method utilizes top-down mass spectrometry and a naturally occurring tag on the protein, viz. the carbohydrate moiety, to obtain unfolding information of an ensemble of protein isoforms and is a generally applicable methodological advance for conducting folding studies on mixtures of different proteins.